
DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE ESSAY STRUCTURE

For an IELTS agree disagree essay you can either agree with the statement, .. I' m wondering the structure of the
agree/disagree type of essay that should we.

Strongly disagree. In my opinion, I strongly agree that the integration of active lessons will greatly assist in
kerbing obesity. Fast food companies would pass on these taxes to consumers in the form of higher prices and
this would lead to people not being able to afford junk food because it is too expensive. As the template
reveals, each and every sentence has a purpose and when the sentences are put together, they provide a logical
structure that allows your message to be followed with greater ease. Prison is the only truly effective form of
punishment, because it separates criminals from society. Put your answers in the comments. For example,
Firstly this essay will discuss Paraphrase and show off your vocabulary knowledge by using synonyms. For
example, at Westminster primary school in the UK, minute exercise intervals were introduced between
classes. Use each of the main body paragraphs to support your opinion, giving examples that are relevant.
Paragraph 1 intro Paraphrase the question and state your overall opinion you feel roads are more important
Paragraph 2 body 1 Explain and support your first reason why roads are more important. You have about 40
minutes to determine the key question to address, think of your response, come up with relevant examples and
then write the essay. First, take a look at the formula. In conclusion, it is a great idea to have unpaid
community service as part of a high school program because it will help the next generation prepare for
employment and it will build a caring community that is willing and able to make our world a better place.
You need one good reason for each side. You discuss only this side. There are cohesive links between the
main body paragraphs and between most sentences. Tax from fast food could be used in the same way. To
what extent do you agree or disagree? Lexical resources The use of wide range of vocabulary, appropriate
spellings, correct implementation of collocations and word formation are taken care of while scoring this
criterion. The third sentence in the introduction should outline for the examiner exactly what you will discuss
in the main body paragraphs. Sentence 2: State your opinion in the matter. So to summarise, for the question
above you must have a clear position and you have three possible options: 1. Explanation Example A topic
sentence tells the examiner what the rest of the paragraph is about. To what extent do you agree with this
statement? On the one hand, the government should definitely allocate a large part of its budget on public
services. In our case, the task asks you to provide relevant examples: For example, a lot of famous researchers
made their career choices not because of appealing wages, but because they were passionate about science.
For instance, the cost of organic food has proven prohibitively expensive for most people and that is why only
a small percentage of the population buy it regularly. This economic sector determines the overall quality of
life, ensuring that some basic services, like schools, hospitals and roads, are available to all citizens
irrespective of their income or social status. You should give reasons for your answer, and include ideas and
examples from your own knowledge and experience.


